We examine the evolutionary dynamics of gametic and genotypic disequilibria between a cytoplasmic gene and a nuclear gene under two mating system models relevant to hybrid zones. In the first model, in which female mating preference is determined by an epistatic interaction between the two loci, permanent nonzero cytonuclear disequilibria are possible for a variety of initial genotype frequencies, particularly when rates of assortative mating for the two parental species are high. In contrast, when mating preference is effectively determined by interaction between a cytoplasmic gene and the multilocus nuclear genotypes characteristic of the parental species, all cytonuclear disequilibria, as well as frequencies of pure parentals, rapidly decay to zero unless assortative mating is nearly perfect. Results of the models are applied to the interpretation of observed cytonuclear associations in a hybrid population of Hyla tree frogs. [2]
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where p = U + 1/2V [2] is the gene frequency of allele A at the nuclear locus.
The genotypic disequilibrium for AA/M is D1 = freq.
( 
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The other genotypic disequilibria are similarly defined as Cytonuclear disequilibria can be defined to measure the statistical associations between a diploid nuclear gene and a haploid uniparentally transmitted cytoplasmic gene. Recently, we (1) introduced and established the interrelationships of four components of cytonuclear disequilibria: the gametic disequilibrium (D), which measures associations between alleles at the two loci; and three genotypic disequilibria (D1, D2, D3), which measure associations between two cytotypes and the three genotypes at a diallelic nuclear locus. The evolutionary dynamics of these disequilibria were then examined under three traditional models of the mating system (random mating and positive assortative mating with or without dominance), in each case under the assumption that the mating propensities are influenced solely by the individuals' nuclear genotypes. An important result was that all the cytonuclear disequilibria ultimately decay to zero, although not necessarily in a monotonic fashion.
Here we analyze the dynamic behavior of cytonuclear disequilibria under two "epistatic mating" models, pertinent to hybrid zones, in which mating is assumed to be a function of the individuals' joint cytonuclear genotypes. Of prime concern is whether the mating system itself can, in principle and under some circumstances, generate permanent nonzero cytonuclear associations in outcrossing species. As we will show, the results are particularly relevant to the interpretation of recent empirical findings of nuclear-mitochondrial disequilibria in hybrid populations (2) .
Cytonuclear Disequilibria Under an Epistatic Mating Model
As before (1), we consider a diploid population with two alleles, A and a, at a nuclear locus, and two other alleles, M and m, at a cytoplasmic locus such as on mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) or chloroplast DNA. The six possible cytonuclear genotypes have the frequencies given in Table 1 . The gamet-D2 = vl -vx and D3 = w-wx.
[3b]
The gametic and genotypic disequilibria thus measure statistical associations between alleles and genotypes, respectively, at the two loci.
We are interested in the dynamics of these four cytonuclear disequilibria as a function of an epistatic mating pattern in a zone of hybridization between two genetically distinct taxa, denoted as species 1 Recursions for the marginal single locus genotypic and gene frequencies are easily derived by using the relations shown in Table 1 together with Eqs. 2 and 4:
whenever AA/M or aa/m females exhibit assortative mating (i.e., a > 0 and/or 3 > 0) there will be an excess of the corresponding nuclear homozygote and a corresponding deficit of heterozygotes relative to Hardy-Weinberg proportions.
Further points of interest stem from the dynamics of the four cytonuclear disequilibria, whose recursions can be obtained by combining Eqs. 4 and 5 with definitions 1 and 3:
While explicit time-dependent solutions for these trajectories are not evident, several interesting features can nonetheless be deduced. First, in contrast to previous models (1), the epistatic model can produce permanent, nonzero cytonuclear disequilibria. Consider, for example, the set of population states satisfying the joint condition u1 = w2, v1 = v2, and U2 = w1. When a = /3, this set is invariant under Eqs. 4, and on this set p, x =1/2, u, =w,, and D') 0, while D(t) DV) -D ) approaches the nonzero value a/[4(4 -3a)].
Second, this same example shows that under the epistatic model, a nonzero value for D2 (the genotypic disequilibrium associated with heterozygotes at the nuclear locus) implies some asymmetry in the population, either due to different initial frequencies of the two parental species, or to directionality to interspecific crosses (i.e., a 7& /3).
Third, in contrast to previous models (1), it is possible to move from a state in which all four cytonuclear disequilibria are zero to one in which all are highly nonzero. This follows directly from Eqs. 6, because u1 = ux and w2 = wy when D1 = = 0.
Fourth, the complete equilibrium structure can be derived from the recursions in Eqs. 4-6 for p, u1, w2, and D (since these with x suffice to describe the state of the population).
This reveals that in addition to the two fixation equilibria, p5 = 0(wl = x, W2 = 1 -x) andp5 = 1 (fi1 = x, fi2 = 1 -x), there may be interior polymorphic equilibria with p the root of a cubic equation that depends on a, /3, and the initial cytoplasmic frequency x. The remaining equilibrium values can then be obtained from the relations Note first that while the cytoplasmic gene frequency is constant, the nuclear gene frequency can change. This is a new feature of the epistatic mating model, not found in any of the mating systems previously considered (1). In particular, the nuclear allele A will increase in frequency if and only if aulq > /3w2P or, equivalently, if and only if a(u1/p) > (w2/q), where u1/p, for instance, is the fraction of the A alleles that are in AA/M individuals. A simple application of this result shows that if the population begins with just species 1 (AA/M) and species 2 (aa/m) individuals (i.e., uV + w -= 1.0), the nuclear allele corresponding to the more discriminating species will increase in frequency during the first generation. It should be emphasized that gene frequency changes at the nuclear locus are due to the epistatic mating pattern alone and not to selection. While unequal assortative mating rates for the two species may possibly be interpreted as a type of sexual selection, nuclear changes can also occur when a = /3, provided ul/p # W2/q.
Another observation from Eqs. 4 and 5 is that if females of only one of the parental species mate assortatively, while all other females mate at random, the nuclear allele characteristic of the more discriminating species will monotonically increase to fixation. At equilibrium, the hybrid population will consist of the two cytonuclear genotypes, AA/M and AA/m (or aa/M and aa/m), in the frequencies x and y (= 1 -x), respectively, corresponding to the (constant) frequencies of the two cytotypes. It should also be noted from Eqs. 5 that
This analysis reveals the important fact that exactly three qualitatively distinct patterns are possible at equilibrium: (i) HR: All four disequilibria zero; (it) H2: Only D2 = 0 (requires p = x at equilibrium); (iii) HNR: All four disequilibria nonzero. The last possibility shows that the mating system alone can produce complete permanent cytonuclear disequilibria (Fig. 1) , and this can occur whether or not a = .
A final distinguishing feature of the epistatic mating model is that either nuclear variation will be lost and all disequilibria will eventually be zero; or nuclear variation will be maintained, in which case D and D1' will be positive and D3 will be negative, while D2 will be either zero, negative, or positive depending on whether the equilibrium nuclear gene frequency for species 1 equals, exceeds, or is less than the frequency of its cytotype.
Numerical Study of the Epistatic Mating Model
The probability that all four cytonuclear disequilibria are nonzero at equilibrium was estimated by computer simulation. For each a and 83, 100 initial frequencies of the pure Pure species females, (AA/M), and (aa/m),, mate assortatively with their own males with probability a and A, respectively, and mate at random (with the eight types in the population) otherwise. All Unless the pure species' females only mate assortatively (i.e., a = 1 and/or 83 = 1), the frequencies of the two pure species monotonically decay to zero at an ever accelerating rate. The rate of loss of a species is faster in each generation the more frequently its females mate at random. Eventually the population will consist only of randomly mating hybrids. Consequently, the disequilibria dynamics reduce asymptotically to those for a completely randomly mating population (1) , which means that all four disequilibria ultimately decay to zero.
Based on the original epistatic mating model, one might expect the modified model to nonetheless maintain transient disequilibria over long periods. This hypothesis was tested numerically by running the new model under 27 cases that give rise to complete permanent cytonuclear disequilibria in the original model, setting u&) = u14).
Although the refined model can maintain both nuclear alleles, all four disequilibria always became <0.01 in magnitude within 29-83 generations, with only D2 temporarily increasing (for 11-27 generations) along the trajectory. It is interesting that D2 usually had the same sign as, and its maximum magnitude usually exceeded, the corresponding equilibrium value under the epistatic mating model. As in the epistatic model, a nonzero value for D2 implies some asymmetry in the population. Discussion The epistatic mating model demonstrates that permanent nonzero cytonuclear disequilibria are possible in a hybrid population when mating preference is determined by an epistatic interaction between a nuclear gene and a cytoplasmic gene. In contrast, the refined model shows that permanent cytonuclear associations are not possible when mating is based on species status (if assortative mating is less than perfect). These findings have relevance to the biological interpretations placed on cytonuclear associations in hybrid zones.
To illustrate, we will consider the nuclear-mitochondrial genotypic data presented by Lamb and Avise (2) for a hybrid population of tree frogs. At ponds near Auburn, Alabama, extensive introgressive hybridization between Hyla cinerea and Hyla gratiosa has apparently continued (4) for at least the 30 years since the initial discovery there of frogs exhibiting intermediate morphologies (5) . Genetic information for the population, gathered in 1984, consists of mtDNA genotypes, and nuclear genotypes at five unlinked loci, for each of 305 individuals. (The cytoplasmic and nuclear genes assayed normally exhibit fixed allelic differences between the two "pure" species.)
Cytonuclear disequilibria calculated from these data (1) are summarized in Table 2 . Are these disequilibria consistent with equilibrium expectations for a realistic set of parameters under the epistatic mating model? Since cytoplasmic gene frequencies always remain constant in this system, the current observed frequencies of the mtDNA types M (characteristic of H. cinerea) and m (characteristic of H. gratiosa) can be used as estimates of the original frequencies of the pure parental species at the Auburn site. This yields uV?) = 0.465 and wT) = 0.535. After iterating Eqs. 4 -6 under various assortative mating rates, the equilibrium cytonuclear associations (as well as equilibrium genotypic frequencies) when a = 0.94 (H. cinerea) and ,3 = 0.86 (H. gratiosa) were found, by trial and error, to be in remarkably close accord with observed values for each of the five pairs of nuclear-mitochon- The refined epistatic mating model, which distinguishes biologically real from illusory parentals, was in fact developed to provide a mathematically tractable analogue to such multilocus assessments of hybrid status. Yet, under the refined epistatic model, pure parental genotypes as well as nonzero cytonuclear disequilibria usually disappear rapidly as the population comes to consist entirely of hybrids. Thus, although the original epistatic mating model can be fitted remarkably well to the observed associations between mtDNA and individual nuclear loci, the multilocus analysis suggests that the single locus agreements are probably spurious. In light of the refined epistatic model, the age of the Hyla population together with the presence of pure parentals in high frequency suggests that factors in addition to the mating system are probably involved. Likely possibilities include (i) selection against particular hybrid classes, and/or (it) continued immigration of pure parentals from surrounding populations. We plan to model these scenarios and their influence on cytonuclear disequilibria elsewhere.
